
 

If you are looking for the most thrilling, pulse-pounding movie of 2013, look no further. Olympus Has Fallen is a must-see for
all audiences. A disgraced Presidential guard finds himself trapped inside the White House in one of the most chilling terrorist
attacks on American soil since 9/11. This story has everything you could possibly want in a modern-day thriller: * Explosions! *
Guns! * Intense action that's filmed with IMAX cameras for maximum scope and clarity! * A daring escape from being trapped
inside one of the most secure buildings on Earth! The battle for America’s heart and soul starts here... When the White House
(Secret Service Code: “Olympus”) is captured by a terrorist mastermind and the President is kidnapped, disgraced former
Presidential guard Mike Banning finds himself trapped within the building. As our national security team scrambles to respond,
they are forced to rely on Banning's inside knowledge to help retake the White House, save the President, and avert an even
bigger crisis. The story of Olympus Has Fallen begins in London, where an impending terrorist attack is being threatened using
information unknown to American Intelligence agencies. The White House receives word that Air Force One will soon be
targeted in flight by terrorists flying a drone airplane loaded with chemical weapons. They must act fast to reassure the White
House that they will bring back the President and that they will not be using a drone plane. Using a side entrance, a terrorist
jumps onto Air Force One and gains access to the cockpit where he uses a device to alter the plane's navigation system. The
plane is now on autopilot and on its way to an airport in D.C., where President Benjamin Asher is scheduled to speak at an anti-
terrorism summit. In one of those random coincidences that only happen in Hollywood movies, Air Force One crashes into the
Washington Monument as it lands at Reagan National Airport outside of D.C., where Asher has been attending the summit with
his wife. In the aftermath of the attack, U.S. President Benjamin Asher is still alive, but badly injured. Mike Banning, a
disgraced Presidential guard who was demoted for insubordination, has been sent to retrieve the President from the Capitol
Building and escort him to safety. The action begins as Asher's helicopter arrives at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue to begin his
evacuation plan; however, it collides with a C5-A transport aircraft and slices through the iconic White House roof. Ironically,
this is exactly what the terrorists behind the attack wanted. And just in case that wasn't enough to start your day in awe, how
about this? The helicopter containing Asher and Banning crashes down right in front of Vice President Mike McGinnis's
apartment, where he is being held hostage by hardened terrorist hit man Raymond Shaw. The President's life is in jeopardy as an
intense firefight ensues between the Secret Service and terrorists led by Shaw. Banning must infiltrate the White House through
a secret passage and make his way downstairs to the South Portico where he will be able to meet up with one of his employees
named Mai Lin. It is here that Banning and Mai Lin must face their fate together...
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